A coalition of medical device patients and researchers (the “Medical Device Research Coalition”)\(^1\) submits this petition in response to the Notice of Inquiry on Exemption to Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access Control Technologies, 79 Fed. Reg. 55,687 (Sept. 17, 2014).

**Brief Overview of the Exemption**

The members of the Medical Device Research Coalition study the safety, security, and effectiveness of networked medical devices that are either implanted or attached to the body. This Coalition includes researchers who study device security at the design level, as well as those who study the safety and effectiveness of devices they personally use. Such research often requires the researcher to access the underlying source code and outputs from these devices, and device manufacturers are increasingly employing technologies that courts may classify as technological protection measures under § 1201 of the Copyright Act. In order to make sure that this form of critical research continues, the Medical Device Research Coalition proposes the following exemption:

Computer programs, in the form of firmware or software, including the outputs generated by those programs, that are contained within or generated by medical devices and their corresponding monitoring systems, when such devices are designed for attachment to or implantation in patients, and where such circumvention is at the
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\(^1\) This coalition includes Hugo Campos, Stanford Medicine X; Jerome Radcliffe, Rapid7; Karen Sandler, Software Freedom Conservancy; and Benjamin West, an independent device researcher. The institutional affiliations provided here are for identification purposes only.
direction of a patient seeking access to information generated by his or her own device or at the direction of those conducting research into the safety, security, and effectiveness of such devices.

**Works Sought to Be Accessed in Medical Device Security Research**

This exemption seeks to allow researchers to access literary works, in particular, the software and firmware of medical devices and their corresponding monitoring systems, as well the outputs generated by such devices and monitoring systems,\(^2\) when such devices are capable of transmitting or receiving information and are designed to be attached to or implanted in patients. Examples of such devices include pacemakers, implantable cardioverter defibrillators (“ICDs”), insulin pumps, and continuous glucose monitors (“CGMs”).

**Technological Protection Measures Governing Access to Medical Devices**

Many medical device manufacturers use measures to control access that a court may conclude are technological protection measures for purposes of § 1201. The measures identified are wide-ranging, and include, *inter alia*, encryption on the outputs on medical devices or home monitoring systems,\(^3\) password systems that control access to patient management software and devices,\(^4\) and proprietary software and tools for extracting device information.\(^5\)

There is strong reason to believe that adoption of such technologies will increase over the coming three years. The Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) published new guidelines last month for premarket submission of medical devices, which asks medical device manufacturers to implement and identify their technological security measures.\(^6\) Such guidelines, while not

\(^2\) Many outputs on medical devices are not protectable as copyrighted works, and circumvention of protection measures over such data outputs would not implicate anti-circumvention law. See 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(A) (protecting only a “work protected under this title”). This petition therefore seeks an exemption to circumvent the outputs of devices to the extent that a court ever would find the readouts of such devices to be embodied in a protectable expression.


binding on medical device manufacturers, are highly likely to influence the development of these devices in the immediate future.

**Access of Medical Device Source Code and Outputs for General and Patient-Specific Research Does Not Infringe Copyright**

Members of the Medical Device Research Coalition and others in their fields use the computer programs and data outputs of medical devices to analyze the security and effectiveness of medical devices, both as patients analyzing devices they use for therapy and treatment and as general researchers. The use of these works for purposes of researching and critiquing the safety and effectiveness of the devices that use them is clearly a lawful use, either as a fair use or as a use that only copies unprotectable elements from the underlying works.

Accessing the source code and outputs of medical devices usually entails a form of reverse engineering, where a researcher intercepts the internally or externally transmitted binary object code of the program, and then uses a mix of techniques to reveal the underlying source code or data. The act of reverse engineering might include the creation of incidental copies of the underlying work, but some techniques do not copy the underlying software or outputs at all.

If a researcher only copies the data points from these devices, the user does not implicate the copyright owner’s exclusive rights whatsoever. Even if a researcher were to copy the full reports of data from a device, such reports may not have the necessary creativity in selection or arrangement of information to be protectable under the Copyright Act. If a researcher does in fact copy protectable expression, it is usually only an interim copy made to access and examine the functional elements of the code for testing and analysis. Courts have held such interim copies to be a fair use. A federal appellate court has also held the copying of a protectable database in order to extract the underlying unprotected data to be a fair use.
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The case for fair use is even stronger given that the uses here are so highly transformative. The purpose of a medical device company’s source code is to enable the function of a medical device; researchers like the members of this Coalition use the code in order to publish criticism on how safe, secure, and effective these products actually are. The use therefore resembles that of a book critic quoting excerpts of a book in her critique, a paradigm case of fair use. The proposed uses also would never supplant the market for the original work. Only the original work (as embodied in a medical device) will administer therapy to a patient. To the extent research and criticism diminish the market for the original work, it is only due to the effectiveness of such criticism, which is rightly excluded from a fair use analysis.

Allowing Anti-Circumvention Claims in this Area would Adversely Affect Critical Medical Research

Developing safe, secure, and effective medical devices is a national priority. President Obama has declared it the policy of the United States “to increase the volume, timeliness, and quality of cyber threat information,” and has identified the Healthcare and Public Health sector as an industry of specific emphasis. The FDA, in turn, has sought “broad input from the Healthcare and Public Health . . . Sector on medical device and healthcare cybersecurity.”

While the injuries resulting from device flaws to date have been due to design and programming errors rather than malicious attacks, medical device security is a pressing concern. According to recent reports, the Department of Homeland Security is currently conducting confidential investigations into some two dozen cases of cyber-security flaws in medical devices. Hundreds of recalls of software-based medical devices have been issued previously, affecting over a million devices. More than 11% of all medical device recalls between 1999 and 2005 were attributed to software failures.

Medical device companies actively research these vulnerabilities, but it is often independent researchers, and not the manufacturers, that discover flaws, identify solutions, and inform the
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government and public about safety hazards in devices. For example, a group of university researchers in 2008 demonstrated for the first time that radio signals could be used to intercept communications from an ICD and reprogram the device, potentially with lethal effects.\textsuperscript{20} Similar independent research showed potentially lethal vulnerabilities in insulin pumps.\textsuperscript{21} These and other studies were cited in the Government Accountability Office’s subsequent report to Congress on medical device security, which encouraged the FDA to expand its consideration of information security in its approval process.\textsuperscript{22} On the individual monitoring level, a growing number of patients and medical professionals are demonstrating how patients can improve the effectiveness of their treatment outcomes by actively monitoring their own information.\textsuperscript{23}

Such research is rarely if ever done with manufacturer consent or authorization, no doubt in part due to the fact that discovery of flaws could lead to costly recalls, FDA investigations, and class action lawsuits.\textsuperscript{24} Indeed, some companies have been shown to actively hide known vulnerabilities from patients and doctors.\textsuperscript{25} Allowing independent research into this space is essential for public health and safety, and should be allowed to extend to those devices that employ technological measures to obfuscate their code or data outputs.

**Conclusion**

For the above reasons, the Medical Device Research Coalition requests that the Copyright Office include the exemption described above as part of its notice of proposed rulemaking.

Respectfully submitted,

\[\underline{\text{Andrew F. Sellars}}\]

Cyberlaw Clinic

On behalf of Hugo Campos, Jerome Radcliffe, Karen Sandler, and Benjamin West\textsuperscript{26}

\textsuperscript{20} See Halperin, \textit{supra} note 8.
\textsuperscript{23} See Campos, \textit{supra} note 7.
\textsuperscript{24} For example, a 2005 investigation into device errors on infusion pumps made by Baxter Healthcare Corp. lead to massive recalls and fees for the company. See \textit{FDA Issues Statement on Baxter’s Recall of Colleague Infusion Pumps}, \textit{U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION} (May 3, 2010), http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm210664.htm.
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